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I would choose my school
based on its golf course
and parking facilities.
--Professor of Political
Science Mark Weaver
Town meeting tonight to
discuss alcohol-relate- d
violence on campus.
--page 2
Two seniors bid their
farewells to the College.
--page 5
WHMMl t
Take a peek into the life of
Vice President for Finance
and Business Bob Walton.
--page 6
.ft
Get yonr preview of the
spring play "The
Antipodes; or, The World
Turned Upside Down."
--page 9
Baseball gets D-- I victory.
--page 10
Students
Voter turnout
up from
previous years
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Tuesday's SGA elections went
off without a hitch, as Jen
Telischak '02 claimed the presi-
dency. Telischak easily defeated
Nick Stevens 03, with 245 votes
to Stevens' 98. and will succeed
Erik McLaughlin '01 as the SGA
president.
"I'm really excited," Telischak
said. "I think we can continue
working on a lot of the issues we
have brought to the forefront this
year. Issues like extending
JillTreftz
Staff Writer
-- Peace, Justice and Earth
Week, an annual series of student-
-sponsored events intend-
ed to raise awareness about
peace action, human rights and
environmental issues around
the world, is taking place this
week at The College of
Wooster. '
The event series kicked off
on Monday with an Amnesty
International-sponsore- d panel
on human rights in Latin
America. The student panel
was originally a part of
Amnesty's speaker series,
which has been going on
throughout the month of April.
Amnesty leader Angela
Manella '04 said, "We've been
really happy to work in con-
junction with the activities that
were going on this week. It was
great that PeaceP Justice and
Earth Week happened to coin
elect Telischak SGA
library hours will probably still
be at the forefront. I am really
excited about the possibilities
for next year."
In the only other contested
race, Katy Leedy '03 defeated
Caroline Gabrail 02, 131 to 79,
for the post of director of student
services and special projects.
McLaughlin, worried about
the past problems" that have
plagued elections, said, "We did-
n't have any problems with the
card readers. It actually shows
SGA is a little competent."
The rest of the SGA cabinet:
Vice President of Student Affairs
Jonathan Honefenger '04, Vice
President of Academic Affairs
Daren Batke '02, Treasurer
Colin Weir '03, Secretary
Elizabeth Kriynovich '02 and
Director of Publicity Andrea
Earth
cide with our speaker series,"
she Said.
Tuesday saw an unusual
demonstration outside of
Lowry Center, with the display
of a 50-fo- ot inflatable nuclear
missile. The missile was spon-
sored by Peace by Peace, the
College's chapter of the Student
The Kyoto Protocol, an international
treaty dealing with global warming,
"is the best chance the world has to
curb global warming," ECOS leader
Dan Borsody '0 1 said.
Peace Action Network. The
mock missile, erected in protest
of President Bush's proposed
missile defense shield, was the
most spectacular aspect of the
demonstration, which also
included petitions to sign and
fact sheets about the defense
shield program. .
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Jen Tlischak '02 will lead next
Gousen '04.
Three candidates ran for three
Campus Council seats. Andrew
Connell '03. Gabrail and Amy
Poston '03 will all serve as at- -
Also on Tuesday. Pueblo de
Esperanza sponsored a trip up
to Cleveland to see a speaker
on globalization.
On Wednesday, Greenhouse
and Environmental Concerns
of Students sponsored a call-i- n
day, during which students
called President Bush urging
him to support the Kyoto
Protocol, an international treaty
dealing with global warming
that ECOS leader Dan Borsody
'01 called "the best chance the
world has to curb global warm-
ing."
ECOS also had letters for
students to sign that will be
president
Photo by James Allardice
year's SGA cabint.
large Campus Council represen-
tatives.
Twenty-tw- o percent of the student
body voted 376 students which
is up from last year's voter turnout.
sent to the White House and a
life-siz- ed image of Bush for
photo opportunities.
Wednesday evening featured
two events, a "Sweatshop-Fre- e
Fashion Show" in Lowry Pit
and a talk by Associate
Professor of Political Science
Dijana Plestina on the
International Mine Action
coalition. The fashion show
displayed clothing alternatives
to the sweatshop-labo- r prod-
ucts of most designer labels.
Plestina's speech was a part of
the larger Amnesty speaker
series.
Today, Soup and Bread will
include a segment on action for
social change, while the campus
spirituality group Sisters in Spirit
will be discussing women's inter-
national peace and justice move-
ments in Luce Formal Lounge at
7 p.m.
From 9 to 10:30 p.m., ECOS
and Greenhouse are sponsoring
toe. Peace Week on page 2
Meeting addresses violence, alcohol
Dan Shortridge
Staff Writer
College officials and com-
munity leaders will host a
town meeting tonight to dis--.
cuss measures to prevent alcohol-r-
elated Violence on cam-
pus.
The presentation and ques-tion-and-ans- wer
session will
help to educate students, staff
and faculty about the links
between assault, sex offenses
and high-ris- k drinking, said
Linda Hanna, the College's
alcohol prevention coordina-
tor.. -- ;
We know that when alcohol
is involved, there's an increased
chance of violence," she said.
"We're looking for points of
intervention ' : whether you're
involved directly or as a
bystander, to defuse the situa-
tion."
The meeting, sponsored by a
group of student organizations
and College officials, will run
from 7:30 p.nu to 8:30 p.m. in
the Lo wry Pit. Hanna said the
panelists include Wayne
County prevention officials,
student volunteers and profes-
sional counselors.
"I imagine it'll be kind of a dia-
logue and discussion," she said.
A specific focus of the pro-
gram will be on sexual assault
and date and acquaintance
'-
-.rape.
"We're focusing on people who
know each other," Hanna said. "If
we want to talk about reducing or
eliminating sexual assault, per-
sonal assault, we need to talk about
the underlying issues involved.
Maybe alcohol doesn't cause it,
but it sure contributes' to it." ,
If the forum goes well, she said
the 40-mem- ber campus-communi- ty
coalition sponsoring the
event will look at holding similar
" events jn the fall.
"We've had a lot of really good
support this year for bur . pro--'
grams," Hanna said. "If this is
something that's well-receive- dl
see this as being a pilot program
for a series of alcohol programs
we do next year."
'
' Her office this week is col-
lecting completed forms from
the Core Survey, a national
student questionnaire
designed to get campus-lev- el
information on binge drinking
and alcohol consumption
rates. Results are due in about
three weeks.
Hanna said officials have
documented a reduction in
Wooster's binging rates in
past years, with the most
recent Core Survey results
from December placing the
binge drinking rate at about
39 percent.
"We're hoping that trend con-
tinues," she said of the binging
downturn.
Tonight's program is funded
by a $500 mini-gra- nt from the
Ohio College Initiative to
Reduce High-Ris- k Drinking.
Funding for the College's gen-
eral prevention program comes
from internal funds from the
school and a federal grant
neled through the Ohio
Department of Alcohol and Drug
Addiction Services. The agency
is currently considering the
College's application for next
year's funds.
"We're waiting to hear whether
we get it for next year," Hanna
said,.
Tonight's program also is
sponsored by Every Woman's
House, SURVIVE, Campus
Security, the Inter-Gree- k
Council, the Women's
Resource Center and several
other organizations.
Editors: Laura
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Woo protests Star Wars
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, . Photo by Jonathan HonefengerThis 50-fo- ot inflatable
nuclear missile was displayed outside ofLowry Center on
Tuesday. Sponsored by Peace by Peace, as part ofPeace,
Justice and Earth Week, the missile was erected in protest of
President Bush's proposed spending of$160 billion on a
Defense Missile Shield.
Continued from page 1
an open mic night at the
Common Grounds coffeehouse.
On. Friday, the
Environmental Task Force
will present the Earth Fair,
which will include tabling
by on-camp- us- environmental
groups, as well as represen-
tatives from environmentally-consci-
ous state and local
organizations, including the
Ohio division of the
Environmental Protection
Agency. During the Earth
Fair, Greenhouse will put on
a performance of Dr. Seuss
"The Lorax."
On Saturday, at the Kids
n Sibs "Weekend Carnival,
Hilary Jones '02 of ECOS will
be leading any participating
children in cooperative games.
A number of student lead-
ers agreed that one of the
most ."exciting Vastfts, ' of
Nesler Alex Pries
Peace, Justice and Earth
Week is . the cooperative
efforts of so many student
organizations.
. Peace by Peace co-lead- er
Molly Malany '02 said, "It's
really exciting . to see the
groups working together."
She added, "The : most
important thing about this
week is to get people talk-
ing, to raise awareness. ...
It's really neat to see students
getting involved ... we hope to
see so many people involved in
the student activism organiza-
tions next year."
This year's events were led
by a number of campus
groups, including. Amnesty
International, ECOS,
Greenhouse, Peace by Peace,
Pueblo de Esperanza, the
Recycling department,
Sisters in Spirit and Soup
.and.Bread..
College teams finish up first semester with new wheels
Naomi Kresge
EDnoR-m-C- ma
The College is nearing the
end of the first semester of
transporting athletes and others
in rental cars instead of its own
15-passen- ger vans.
.
The College chose not to
renew, its leases on four, vans ,
and has been instead renting
vehicle from Enterprise Reat-a--
; Car. -- v Transportation r - aad;
Trucking Supervisor , Dana
Jackson said the decision was
' based on safety concerns.
- The . decision followed a
series of : 15-passen- ger van
rollover incidents involving
students and student-athlet- es at
other schools.
"We decided that the 15-passen- ger
vans were a safety issue,
'and we decided that we should
go exclusively with the two
' College buses, charter buses or
mini vans," Jackson said. "The
15-passen- ger vans will not be
used any longer for transport-
ing students."
The recent spate of van
accidents includes last
January's incident in which-Kenyo- n
senior Molly Hatcher
was killed and Id other
Kenyoa students including
"--
; Molly's first-ye- ar sister Emily .
.
were injured. --
; - That accident, as well as the
'l others," sparked a recent study -
by I the National Highway .
: Traffic Safety Administration
of Chevrolet, GMC, Dodge and
Ford-mod- el vans. :
. r The study, released last week,
found that vans filled with 10
or more people . were three
times as likely to roll over in
single-vehic- le crashes as light
. trucks or lightly-loade- d 15-p- as
senger vans.
-- The lightly-loade- d vans were
also found to be 17 percent
more likely to roll over in an
accident than smaller vans or
mini vans, the NHTSA said.
"Our concern is that the han-
dbag characteristics of these
vehicles change dramatically
when they are fully loaded with
10 or More passengers," agency
spokesperson Rae Tyson told
bvncaa. Vy-y- i
The NHTSA analysis showed
that loading a 15-passen- ger van
causes its center of gravity to
shift rearward and upward,
which increases the likelihood
of rollover. This shift in the
center of gravity also increases
the potential for loss of control
in panic maneuvers, the report
said.
The NCAA, which has no
policy on van travel by member
institutions, issued an advisory
about the study to its member
schools on April 10.
The College still owns three
' of the vans, one 1992 model
and two 1995 models.
Jackson said the College-owne- d
vans have been regis-
tered as cargo vehicles and will
be put into on-cam- pua cargo
transport ase only.
The College is renting ftrM-si- ze
cars
.
which': hold five
. comfortably as well as mini--
- vans; which can hold seven to
eight -- passengers,' ' from
T Enterprise, Jackson said. V
According to ESPN's
"Outside the Lines," there have
been eight such rollover inci-
dents in the last 15 months.
Jackson called the renting a
financially sound choice for the
College, noting that the leases
on four of the seven vehicles
had expired at the end of last
semester.
"Not maintaining our own
fleet would benefit us finan-
cially," he said. "We would
just rent vehicles on a need
basis."
Jackson said the College is
planning a cost analysis of its
Enterprise contract at the end of
this semester.
v "I don't see the College
returning to the 15-passen- ger
vans until something happens
to make them snore safe than
they are now," Jackson said.
Federal law prohibits the sale
of 15-passen- ger vans for
school-relate- d transport of stu-
dents high school age and
younger, but no such regulation
exists for vehicles used to
transport college students or
other passengers.
v.
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Letter: Right-to-kno- w
To the Editors,
... This semester, Peace by Peace
and the Wilson Bookstore have
begun to work together to
ensure that apparel sold on cam-
pus is made responsibly, specifi-
cally in regards to labor stan-
dards.
Unfortunately, corporations are
skilled at masking their practices
so that they appear to be in com-
pliance with international regula-
tions. Some refuse to disclose
their practices under the guise of
hiding . their "trade : secrets."
. Whatever the reason, their
ingness to publicly comply with
international labor, environmental
and human rights standards pre-
vents retailers and consumers
from using their buying power
Letter: Show respect to rivals
To the Editors:
.
As captains of the Wooster
women's lacrosse team, we found
James Allardice's article in the
April 5 issue of the Voice offen-
sive. -- .
Our team prides itself on sports-
manship and respect, and we
expect the same from our com-
petitors. When you write about
our team, you not only represent
yourself, you also represent this
school and our team.
Oberlin has always been a
Letter: Lowry changes
To the Editors:
This is not the original letter I
wrote. That one was against the
rearrangement of the Lowry
tables. However, since circum-
stances have changed, I have cho-
sen to write a new letter.
If you are like me, you were
confused and maybe a little upset
when you walked into Lowry on
Tuesday. The tables in "our dining
room" had been rearranged. I call
Lowry "our dining room" because,
. in essence, it is. This is the place
where we eat our meals and socialize.
I had many reasons for not lik-
ing the hew arrangement, the
greatest being that I did not see
the need for the rearrangement at
Editors: Chris Powers Becca Stinson
responsibly.
In response, a coalition of over
.
200 environmental, labor, social
justice and human rights organiza-
tions --have joined together to sup-
port an International Right-to-Kno- w
legislative proposal.
Modeled on domestic right-to-kno- w
laws, IRTK would require
U.S. companies to report on the
key environmental, labor and
human practices of their overseas
operations ; (www.irtk.org).
Corporations would then be
required to disclose their toxic
releases, natural resource extrac-
tion, workplace injuries and fatal-
ities, and impacts on indigenous
communities. Peace by Peace is
distributing copies of letters in
support of International Right-to-Kno-w
legislation. Please stop by
strong competitor in our confer-
ence and does not' deserve the
comment,' "Unlike most of
Oberlin's athletics, the women's
lacrosse team is actually halfway
decent" .
Last season Oberlin came in
second in the NCAC, almost
receiving a bid to the NCAA
Division III tournament In addi-
tion, labeling all Oberlin ath-
letes as "normally pathetic" is
uncalled for and has embarrassed
our team.
. All collegiate athletes dedicate.
this point in the year. College stu-
dents are creatures of habit and
the patterns that we. follow in
Lowry and the tables where we sit
are part of those habits.
I spoke to many students about
the change and not one told me
that they liked it I also expressed
my concerns to two of the man-
agers on Tuesday. On Wednesday,
I confronted Mr. Wagers, and after
a lengthy discussion he told me
that he would put the tables back
in their original spots.
I mink that both Hospitality
Services Director Chuck Wagers
and I learned a lot from this experi-
ment I teamed mat if you have a
concern about an issue in Lowry,
you should go to Mr. Wagers and
law crucial
our table at tomorrow's Earth Fan-t-o
sign a copy for your senators.
Concerned students, faculty and
staff can accomplish much by crit-
ically examining the goods we
purchase and their impacts on the
lives of others.
Until we have full disclosure of
corporate practices, we cant be
sure what "Made in Bangladesh
really means. By instituting
mandatory and legally enforce-
able reporting requirements, the
Senate and the President can
help address the public's fears
about globalization and ensure
that our corporations that invest
abroad operate in
.
a responsible
manner.
--Women and Men of
Peace by Peace '
their time and effort to their sports
and deserve respect We appreci-
ate the coverage; however, we
prefer that you focus on our
strengths and not insult our com-
petitors.
--Lisa Beam '01, Robyn Tew '01
and Jessica Critchlow '01
Captains of the Wooster
women's lacrosse team
Editor's note: the Sports edito-
rial staff wrote the photo caption
in question, not James Allardice.
worked out
discuss it He told me that he does not
receive very much student feed-
back. I hope that Mr. Wagers learned
that there are some students out there
who are going to speak up and that
college students are creatures of habit
So, here is a big thank you to
Mr. Wagers for listening to my
concerns and ' doing something
about it Now, I challenge the rest
of the student body to step up and
voice their concerns to him.
By the way, if you liked the
Tuesday table arrangement better
than the original one, come and
talk to me. You will find me eating
my cereal at the corner table near the
spice table, right where I want to be.
-- Toni Cassarino '6l
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Keep accidemics in perspective
This is my fourth try at writing
.
fliio AHitrtfi ol f ctoiAsf rait ttrontinnuiij wuiiViiHb juu kw vui nauuug
u to De peneci. i wantea iiDe
serious and insightful. Then, I
wanted it to be witty and satirical.
Now. iust like almost everv other
project I've ever done, I just want
it to be over.
Of all the things I've learned in
four years of college, that is near
the top of the list: don't try to
make it perfect; just make it fin-
ished. Believe me, in the time it
would take you to be completely
satisfied and make everything
perfect, you could have read three
chapters, e-ma- iled a professor,
studied for an exam and reorgan-
ized your notes in chronological
, and alphabetical order.
Actually, I can't speak very
knowledgeably about those
things. I have the study habits of
Kid Rock. My academic philoso-
phy is, to quote Ferris Bueller,
"How can I possibly be expected
to handle schoo) on a day like
this?" That's another one that's
high on the "Things I've Learned"
'list never do today what you can
put off until tomorrow.
There are so many other things
that need to be done, like disman-
tling some puny team of first-yea- rs
in flag football or catching
the" Comedy Central Horrible
Movie 4of the Day.. After all, how
Chris Powers
long can it take to write 15
pages?
Don't get me wrong. I'm admit-
tedly lazy, but the work always
gets done, and judging by most of
my grades, it gets done well
enough. (Except for Differential
Equations,' but we don't need to
talk about that I can't, anyway.)
It's just that college is about so
much more than grades.
Ten years from now, are you
going to remember the units of
Planck's constant or are you going
to remember that night at the
Underground when you met your
soulmate? Are you going to tell
stories about your grade point
average or are you going to tell
stories about naked runs at mid-
night?
Wooster is an expensive school.
It would be stupid to sit here and
write that grades don't matter.
That would be a waste of a lot of
-- money. While I don't believe any-
one should forsake their grades
; and chances at future success by
boozing and schmoozing every
night, I also don't buy into the the-
ory that academics are the most
important aspect of college life. --
Let me look back on four years
and pick out the most significant
"experience,? I've had. I've visited
great cities like New York,
Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston,
San Francisco, St. Louis and
Savannah. I've met great friends
who I hope will always be a part
of my life. I've discovered the real
me inside that bashful introvert
that .arrived here four' years ago.
I've lived without my parents,
both at school and away for the
summer, something that will be
very handy if I ever actually land
a job. I've learned that people are
people, whether they are black,
white, straight, gay, fat, thin, male
or female. I've learned that, no
matter how hard we try, men and
women will never understand
each other, so just quit trying and
go with it. Relationships are not
about generalizations of the sexes;
they are about the specifics of
each person.
Those are the best experiences
and realizations I've made about
life over the last four years.
Notice there is not an academic
tidbit among them.
I guess that's the best piece of
advice I can give. College is
learning about life and learning
about yourself, not names and
dates.
Chris Powers is Viewpoints
Editor of"The Wooster Voice.
Don t be fooled: he 's just asfull
of it as all of you are.
last2lS: EmcjlBabnhillfor the Voice. I
was sorely tempted to use this
space to go off on a number of
nagging concerns I've had over
the course of my four years on
campus and three years work
ing for this newspaper. I even
went
... present ...
so far
as to you note ... Meet
pen a pie. Be nice to
bitter
final the toy surprises
volley box of higher
at the
thank a f 1 ean open :
noons, isthese peo-- a Joy to
them. They are to.
in the cereal p
education, comment
powers that be.
But then I realized some-
thing: that would serve no pur-
pose the' words of a lame
duck are too easily ignored. So
instead, I present something
entirely different: an open
thank-yo- u note.
Wooster's admissions litera-
ture (and indeed, literature
from nearly every small college)
touts the close relationships
students develop with their
professors possibly ignor-
ing the most important relation-
ships students will form on cam-
pus.
Following is a list of support
staff people usually over-
looked by admissions brochures
whom I have encountered
while at Wooster and who
have been consistently making
my day for four years. Meet
these people. Be nice to them.
They are the toy surprises in
the cereal box of higher educa-
tion.
Joyce at Office Services is a
goddess. Not only is she always
cheerful and happy to see you, but
she'll also solve all your copying
problems in a flash. Sometimes
she has cookies for you, too.
Head in there the next time you
have to run copies for class I
guarantee she'll make you feel at
home:
Chris upstairs at Ldwry is
fabulous. She is compassionate,
understanding and funny as
hell. Hang out and talk with
her sometime, especially if she's
at the back door not a lot of
people come through that way.
and the conversa-
tion is definite
ly worth it.
There are other perks of having
Chris on your side, too, but I'll
let you discover them for your-
self.
Also in Lowry, Betty, who
works at the front desk in the
on the
flowers sitting there, chat about
the weather ... whatever you have
to say, you'll find Betty to be a wel-
coming presence.
Joyce and Am at Kittredge are
wonderful. As if the hilarious
food sculptures weren't enough
reason to head to Kitt, Joyce (who
is behind the counter) and Ann
(who is out in the salad bar area)
will more than make it worth
your while. They know your
name, they know what you're
involved with and they always
ask about it.
If you're ever in Galpin, there's
a long list of people you should
get to know. Phyllis (third floor), '
Sandi and Jane (first floor in
Admissions) and Amy and
Natalie (basement) are all won-
derful, fun people with great
senses of humor. It's worth it to
go out of your way to get to
know them, because they will
bring a smile to your face and
make your day.
If you ever live in Kenarden.
you will have a fabulous cus-
todial staff. Not only is Donna
friendly and very patient about
dirty dishes left in sinks, she
and the rest of the Kenarden
staff always leave dishes of
Christmas candy in every
lounge.
For all the people listed above
(and those not listed), thank you
for all your hard work. It's been
quite a ride.
Erica Barnhill is the senior
Sports Editor oThe Wooster
Voice. She is counting down the
days until May 14.
(There are 25left.)
EraTlIRF.fi Editors: Leila Atassi Molly McKinney
Walton trades big business for small college and succeeds
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
This is the story of a man who
seems too good to be true. A man
who in two short years has
brought cable television to every
dorm room, a new phone system,
Java Hut, the No-Fr- y Zone in
, Kittredge and more parking. --
This is the story of Bob Walton.
He came to Wooster in
September of 1999 with no expe-
rience in the academic realm. He
was first and foremost a business-
man, but a businessman who had
made enough money and wanted
to have a more direct impact on
people's lives. After spending the-fir- st
19 years of his professional
life running software companies
from San Francisco to Sweden,
Walton landed in Ohio.
There comes a point where
making money is not what it's
about,' Walton said. "In order to
do something that's more worth-
while, my wife and I talked a lot
about whether we should continue
to live in the San Francisco Bay
area and do the corporate thing or
do something of greater quality.''
For Walton, Wooster was of
greater quality. "I chose to do this
because I really wanted the quali-
ty of doing it," Walton said.
Essentially, Wooster is Walton's
charity case. He could have
stayed in business and continued
to make significantly more money
than be makes at Wooster. But he
wanted a job that offered more
than money, and felt it was time to
give back.
Walton happened on an ad in
The Chronicle of Higher
Education" and told his wife,
This is the type of thing we
should do." The decision to
change career paths was made
quickly, and Walton found himself
intrigued by the liberal arts atmos-phe- re
Wooster provided.
Walton said, "I was less inter-
ested in a college that had the tra-
ditional trappings of high-hig- h --
prestige, like Ivy League schools.
People that go to Ivy League
schools are going to be successful
no matter what they do. But the
people that come here are
extremely talented, --and .we have a
real opportunity to help - them
achieve the best they can do."
Walton saw an opportunity to
help the institution in his role as
Vice President for Finance and
Business while also hav
ing a direct impact on
students lives.
"What was interesting
about Wooster was here
was a small liberal arts
college considering a
businessperson to come
in and help them run the
campus," Walton said.
"I was intrigued by the
idea of being a change
agent for a college like
Wooster and living in a
rural community and
doing good works as
corny as that sounds.
You make more of an
impact on people's lives
doing stuff like this than
making software."
Walton describes his
job as being an agent for
change. He oversees a budget of
$45 million and the College's
$204 million endowment, but
he'd rather focus on the students --
who, for Walton, are customers.
Walton takes little credit for the
changes implemented under his
oversight in the past two years.
T recognize good ideas more
than I have good ideas on my
own," he said. "Most of my suc-
cess has been built on supporting
smart people who work for me.
Most of the people who work for
me are smarter than me ... and
that's fine with me. You try and
enable people who are really good
at their job.
"My success is rarely built on
my own effort. It's usually built
on the efforts of really good peo-
ple that work for me. My job is
not to make things happen, but to
enable them to make things hap-
pen. I think that's why maybe
I've been successful in getting
things done, not because I'm
doing them but because people
that work for me are doing them."
He thrives on a challenge, and
someone telling him nothing can
be done. "One of the things I love
is when people say there's nothing
that can be done about some- - --.
thing," Walton said. "I love those
things. There was nothing that
could be done about the phone
system. There was nothing that
could be done about parking.
1 Cr
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Since Bob Walton came to Wooster, he has been instru-
mental in such popular additions as Java Hut and
expanded parking.
There was nothing that could be
done about food service. I love
when people tell me that That's
never true." ..
Walton's focus on treating stu- -,
dents,
.as customers has brought
about changes throughout cam- -
' PUS.. " .
The academic community
doesn't talk too much about cus-
tomers, they talk about students.
But to me you are customers,
you are paying us. We should
deliver a good product," Walton
said. ,
Coming to Wooster as a busi-
nessman, Walton knew he needed
to get to know his customers, the
students. When the College was
looking to institute a long-ter- m
campus plan, Walton held dozens
of focus groups with students. He
also joined Campus Council this
year and has been an integral part
of the new parking plan.
"One of the reasons I joined
Campus Council was that it would
give me an opportunity to listen
and learn a lot about parts of the
College I don't know much
about," Walton said. "One of my
basic' philosophies I think is so
important is that you have to stay
-- close to the customer. I didn't
know the customer very well. So
I've been very personally
involved in a lot of activities
mostly so I can take away more
than I can give.
"I find work
ing witn stu-
dents very
invigorating. I
hope the people
I'm working
: with will take
from me is what
you think is
right and have
an opinion. I
don't care what
it is, but have on
opinion. We are
in a society who
doesn't always
reward : inde-pende- nt
thinkers."
Walton is still
trying to under-
stand the differ--
ent aspects of '
,
Wooster. "I'm focused on learn-
ing my job. I'm still learning
every day," he said. "I get a lot
out of Campus Council. If I can
help, great, but I'm still learning."
At times, Walton's business
approach has ruffled the feathers
of Wooster 's traditional academ-
ics. "I feel as if there as been
more acceptance of the change
than resistance," Walton said.
"Most of the people I work with
are accepting of change and really
want to make things happen.
Certainly there are people who
don't, but I don't concern myself
with that I'm probably saying
stuff that's irritating to the status
quo, not because we have a differ-
ence of opinion, but a difference
of style.
"I get along with most people.
People in Wooster judge results.
TV i
Last s:gw Oj
We are outsiders. Sure, there are
people in town who think I'm a
horse's ass. That's okay. I am
sometimes. The most important
thing for me is to do what I think
is right"
It's hard to find a student who
has something negative to say
about Walton. "Working with
Bob Walton this year has been
such a great experience. Whatever
the issue, Bob has always made
. me feel like my opinions, and the
opinions of the student body in
general, J are valued," Campus
Council Chair Marcie Kasek '01
said.
..
. ..
"His eagerness to understand
the students and his enthusiasm to
be involved in campus life are
incredible," she said. "More than
anything else, when you work
with Bob Walton, you get results
and when you ask questions, you
get answers. He is, by far, the
coolest person on campus."
Walton's sphere of influence is
not limited to the facilities
between Beall and Bever. He is
on the boards of the Chamber of
Commerce, the
.
YMCA and for
Wee Care, while his wife has been
influential in the city's plan for a
new library.
Walton sees himself working at
the College for 10 years before
easing into retirement "I believe
it's important that after a decade
you have some turnover," he said.
"You need new ideas and fresh
faces." '
In the meantime, Walton is
focused on learning his job and
the community. In assessing his
job performance over the past two
years, Walton said, "I think I've
helped more students than I've
hurt, and that's a good start I
think I've helped more "employees
than I've hurt And that's an even
better start"
"it m- - f
Tuesday, April 24
A. 9:30 p.m.
; At the College Underground
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Dominican Republic trip ends successful year for WVN
Molly McKinney
Features Editor
On May 16, many Wooster
dents will be beginning summer
jobs or taking time off before bar-
reling ahead into the real world.
But one group of students and
staff will be on its way to the
Dominican Republic for the expe-
rience of a lifetime.
As part of the Wooster .
Volunteer Network's International
; Breakaway Trip, these 15 volun-
teers will spend the first week of a
. two week trip in the Dominican
Republic in Paraiso, a small ocean
community on the southern tier of
the Dominican Republic, and par-
ticipate, in the ongoing construe- -
- This project actually has a
connection to the city of Wooster
in mat one of the local churches
sends a group of their members
down every year and they've been
building mis hospital, so we're
going to help with mat project,"
said Aaron Luebbe '01, current
chair of WVN, who will be going
on the trip. Accompanying him to
the Dominican Republic will be
Campus Minister and WVN advi- -
.i ;
f i
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Thirteen students and two staff members will travel to Paraiso,
Dominican Republic, from May 16 to 30.
'
sor Linda Morgan-Clemen- t;
Nancy Anderson, director of the
Student Health Center; Piya
Bhalla, Christina Evans, Matthew
Frank and Clinton Scott '01s; Dan
Carter, Jonathan Eischen and Jen
Scherzinger 02s; Andy Davey
and Megan Klene '03s; and Rian
Graves, Dan Lux and Kay Ritehey
04s. ;.
Frank believes the wide range
of students participating in the trip
is one of the benefits. "What I
think is really great about the trip
is just getting people from all dif-
ferent classes together, because as
a senior I really don't meet lot of
underclassmen and this is a great
way to get to know them before I
graduate,' he said.
Evans, who is the Breakaway
committee chair,' was on the first
Breakaway trip to Costa Rica two
years ago. "Every other year
WVN does an international
Breakaway trip, and originally we
planned to go to Ecuador, but that
didn't work out for safety rea-
sons," Evans said. "It was a hard-
er transition for me because I was
working on the Ecuador trip for
over a year. But the trip really
evolved, and I'm excited about
going."
The majority of funding for the
trip comes from WVN and the
Office of Campus Ministries.
Each participant paid for a portion
of the trip and collected donations
from friends, family and area
churches,
"Unfortunately, no more than
IS people could go on this trip,
but we've had a ton of support
from the Wooster community and
friends and family, and that way
people not able to go can support
us," Evans said.
One thing that may pose a chal-
lenge for the participants is the
language barrier they may
encounter in the Dominican
Republic. "We only have a certain
number of fluent Spanish speak-
ers,- and I think it will be a really
interesting experience dealing
with language issues and cross-cultur- al
communication," Luebbe
said. "I'm looking forward to the
trip simply because I think it will
be a cultural immersion for me as
well."
Luebbe also thinks the trip will
be promising for WVN as a
whole. "It's a way to expand the
whole 'think globally, act locally'
thing and to get out and do some- -
thing on a local level and to bring
those ideas back to the communi-
ty, like how our decision to shop
at Wal-Ma- rt really affects the peo-
ple that the IS of us will have a
chance to meet down in the
Dominican Republic," be said.
If you would like to support the
WVN trip, there are two chances
to donate money. On Tuesday,
there will be a brick sale in front
of Lowry from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Wooster bricks will be on sale for
a minimum donation of $5. Then
on April 27, WVN will hold
dance lessons in the Underground
from 9 to 10 p.m., followed by a
dance party from 10 to 11 p.m.
Admission is $2, and there will be
drinks and chips and salsa
Best of the Web: four great sites to make your day
' The Voice staff, like many other folks on
campus, enjoys wasting time surfing die
Web just not on deadline. In those non-deadli- ne
hours, we've dug up several of our
favorite sites on the Net that showcase a
variety of talents and trivia. We offer them
up humbly for your enjoyment. Enjoy.
Dan Shortridge
WOOSTER MOBSTERS
www.rickmelfi.comsopranosJitml -
v Galpin Hall as a bastion of organized
. crime? Not even the most cynical Voice
staffer would make that charge. (Unless,
that is, we came across some shredded doc-
uments in the recycling bin of that law firm
downtown ... ) .
But a neat little online program helped us
think- - "What If?" What if Stan, were the
godfather, Bobby W. the consigliere and
Kenny P. the hit man?
Here, according to The Sopranos Mob
Name Generator, is what they'd be called:
Raleigh "The Self-Touch- er" Hales
Kenneth The Delicious" Plusquellec
Barbara The Abelone" Hetrick
Robert The Ox? Walton . . . .V, ".' .
Our own top editors pop up with a variety
of similarly odd monikers:
; Jamie The Butcher, Baker and
Candlemaker" Allardice
Naomi The Hobo Clown" Kresge
Lauren "Chimpy Nuts" Kulchawik
Karen "Baby Buns" Auble
Incidentally, Plusquellec's designated
successor, Davidson College's Kurt
Holmes, earns the appellation The Grown
Up." All right, boys and girls, playtime's
over .... - '
SQUIRREL HEAVEN
iraw gnffdmll vwriAiirtTptsrmrwq-htn- i
They're all over the Oak Grove, the
Quad, the Kauke lawn. They're up and
down trees, dashing across sidewalks and
digging furiously in the now-thaw- ed
ground. They're squirrels, and they're at
Wooster to stay.
But you wouldn't know that by looking at
'Jon GottshalTs World of Squirrels, a site
that just happens to rank college campuses
on the strength of their population of squir-
rels. While the site boasts of the squirrelly
.charms of UCLA, William and Mary, Kent
State and Bowling Green, Wooster is
nowhere to be found. ' What, we can get sin-
gled out by "U.S. News & World Report"
but not by a coupl'a squirrel fanatics?
If you want to put Wooster on the map,
visit the site and then email
jongottshall.com. It's the least those
friendly furry creatures deserve.
(As an added bonus, the pages also con-
tain links to about 30 squirrel sites and
SquirrelCams. Way cool.)
WEIRD NEWS
www.obscurestore.coni
Ever wonder if those tabloid stories are
true? Not the ones about George Dubya
meeting with aliens, but the ones with head-
lines like "Babysitting granny stabs grand- -,
son, 3," or perhaps "Man rear-end- s van
while driving nude in pickup truck" or even
'Horny alligators have a tough time ahead
of them." '
If you found yourself reading those words
with a mixture of disgust, fascination and
awe, men you need to visit Jim Romenesko's
Obscure Store and Reading Room.
The former crime reporter (and also host
of the excellent MediaNewg.org site) cob-
bles together the best of the weird every day
from across the Web, arising in the wee
hours of the morning to post and link his
stuff. It's always updated by 8 a.m. (at least,
that's the earliest we've ever gotten up to
check.)
DRUDGING ALONG
www.drndgereportxoai
The much-malign- ed Matt Drudge, the
Internet-base- d loose-with-fac- ts gossipmon-ge- r
who broke the Monica Lewinsky story '
to the world, is still alive and kicking.
Though he's fighting off a libel suit by a for-
mer White House aide, you wouldn't know .
it from looking at his site, a 24-hou- r, 7-d- ay
, performance art exhibit
Drudge's contrarian conservativism i
evident in his own occasional reports, but
the real treats are his links to news stories
and gossip columns, updated throughout the Vl --
day. His favorite sources include British
newspapers, which have their own peculiar
writing style and sense of (non-)ethic- s. For
better or for worse. Drudge is here to stay
-- and we're readin'.- - v, :
Pc
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provides for the members. "It's
great publicity for the college,"
Fuleki said.
The concert will ' be held at
D
D
D
D
Rape Policy Forum
Sunday, April 22
8 p.m. - 11 p.m.
Lowry Pit
n A student group will hold a meeting to
- update student body on the rape reporting
u policy changes, discuss the effectiveness of
Q these changes, and promote discussion
about Judicial Board sanctions, especiallyD
, concerning the rape reported on Feb. 1 8.
The group would appreciate students' pres- -
8
Editor:. David Powell
Clark Terry headlining Friday's Jazz Ensemble concert
--Interpretation of the JazzKATIE HlIBER
-
r . Staff WrtteS' and is a popular chni- -'
.. cian among students of all ages.
Some of his most well-kno- wnOn a campus where some say
mediocrity is a criterion for live proteges include Miles Davis andQuincy Jones, who acknowledge --
have
entertainment, we are fortunate to
the Wooster Jazz Ensemble Terry as a substantial influence
it never fails to impress, on their own jazz careers.
Drawing interest from campus Wooster students are excited
and the Wooster community alike, about the opportunity to perform
the ensemble outdoes itself again on this concert "This is going to
this weekend by featuring famed be one of the highlights of my
jazz musician Clark Terry. musical career," noted Russ
Terry's performance credentials Wiegand '03 about regarding the
are certainly impressive, as he's chance to play with Terry,
worked with jazz greats such as Terry's performance on the
Charlie Barnet, Charlie Ventura, Wooster campus will certainly
Eddie Vinson and Count Basie.be a memorable one, featuring
His career blossomed further in his own piece "Mumbles
1951, when he joined Duke Returns," which was a hit on
Ellington's orchestra as a soloist The Tonight Show." Jazz diva
This led to international fame, Jane Rackley '02 will also per-an- d
eventually he was featured in form a vocal solo, which pays
the Tonight Show Band. Through tribute to the seven seniors in
his performance success, he broke the ensemble. Another work to
racial barriers for other aspiring be performed, "Well Git It" by
performers by becoming the first Sy Oliver, will feature dueling
African-America- n musician on trumpets Shaun Fontaine '01
the NBC payroll. and Andy Thatcher '04 .in what
But even above performing, should be an impressive dis-Ter- ry
is known for his prowess play--
and enthusiasm in jazz education The Wooster Jazz Combo will
across the world. He has written be performing several numbers
a number of books, including as well, including one with Terry.'
The ensemble,
consisting of
J o e l
Beauchemin
'01, Aaron
Fuleki '01,
Mike Asian
'01 and Jeff
Mansell '01,
will . also be
highlighted
with an origi-
nal, free-jaz-z
piece ' com-
posed by
Beauchemin.
"Students of
the '40s
would ve said
..that back then,
and I'm fortu-
nate to be able
to say it 60
years later,"
Fuleki said.
"It's great to
be able to jam
side by side
a:
'
:
-
-
J
PHOTO COURTESY OF JAZZ ENSEBMBLE
Jazz great Clark Terry, a guest in this weekend's concert, holds aloft his ftugelhorn.
with a living
great of jazz."
He commended director Jeff
Lrndberg for bringing in similar
famous musicians year after year,
noting the rare opportunity this
McGaw Chapel this Friday at 8: 15
p.m. Admission is free for
Wooster students, faculty and
staff.- -:
a
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D
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D ence, support and voice at this meeting, as Q
D security of all college students. If you can't
n make it sign the petition that will be in
J Lowry next week. Call x6599 or x5667 for
U more information.
D
D
D
tApril 20
. Friday Film Series
"The Goonies"
Mateer Aud. 7:30 p.m.
April 20
Game Show
"How Well Do You Know
- ; Your Sib?" .
' Lowry Lounge 8:30 p.m.
i j April 20 ;
.
Beach Party M I
Andrews Basement
" 10 p.m. lajn.
Beginning Friday at
April 21
Saturday Film Series
"A Bug's Life"
Mateer Aud. 8:30 p.m. $1
April 21
Scot Lanes Blow-o- ut
9 p.m. 1 a.m. $2 -
'' J April 21 t .
';"' ' Carnival
Lowry Back Patio
; 12 p.m. 4 p.m. I , ';
April 26
Comedian: Elvira Kurt
The College Underground
10 p.m. $.50 "
3- -Cmetaarti
Movies 10
Crocodile Dundee ;
in Los Angeles (PG)
Freddy Got Fingered (R)
Bridget Jones Diary (R)
Joe Dirt
Josie and The
Pussycats (PG-1- 3)
Along Came A Spider (R)
Blow
Heartbreakers(PG-13- )
Spy Kids (PG)
Someone Like You (PG-1- 3)
(1235, 3:10) 5:25, 7:45, 10KX)
(12:40, 2:50) 5:00, 7:15, 9:50
(12:45, 2:55) 5:10, 7:35, 9:50
(1:05, 3:05) 5:15, 7:30, 9:45
(1:00,3:15)5:30,7:50, 10:15
(1:35)4:15,7:20,10:10
(1:25)4:10,7:05, 935
(1:10)4:00,7:00.9:40
(1:15)4:50,7:10,9:30
(1:30)4:45,7:25,9:55
( ) Saturday and Sunday Only
Pass Restricted
All shows before 5 pan. only $3.75
General Admission $5.75 for adults,
Friday and Saturday after 5 pan. $6
' First Matinee show Mon-F- ri $3
For complete listings, call 345-875- 5
Turning Wooster upside down
Karen Auble
Managing Editor
Starting this Friday through the
end of April, The College of
Wooster Department of Theatre
will recreate the madness of 17th
century England with its produc-
tion of The Antipodes: or. The
WorldTurnedUpside
Down." The
comedy is
based on
Richard
Brome'i
1638 The
Antipodes"
and features
adaptations
'by director
a n d
Assistant
Professor of
English and
Theatre
A 1 a n
Walworth.
Ci
'
" T h e
premise behind the entire adapta-
tion is mat these mad people are
putting on mis show ... but they're
putting on the show not just for an
audience but for themselves as
their own cure," Walworth said.
That was a fairly popular view at
the time, the theatricality of cures."
Brome's The Antipodes" was
written towards the end of the
great age of English Renaissance
drama, and the College's produc-
tion retains a number of motifs
and themes from that period: fas-
cination of voyages and discov-
ery, love sickness and jealousy,
and the multi-level- ed dynamics of
the play-within-a-pl- ay.
The adaptation extends this the-
atrical construction to resemble a
play-witbin-a-play-within-a-- play.
By shifting the play's original set-
ting of a lord's London manor
house to a London repository for
the insane, Bethlehem Hospital
(Bedlam), the comedy becomes
"a performance for the curiosity-seekin- g
public put on by the
inmates of the hospital as a cure
for their own insanity," Walworth .
said.
He said, "Even before Brome's
time, the popular imagination
thought of Bedlam as this place to
go see, as this spectacle," citing
frequent references to Bedlam
and its occupants in 17th century
drama.
In addition to changing the set-
ting to Bedlam, Walworth has
added hundreds of lines from
other 17th century sources, per--
photo by Ben Spieldenner
Sid Bose's '01 character The Doctor adresses an audience.
haps most notably Robert
Burton's The Anatomy of
Melancholy" (1621), art encyclo-
pedic work on madness.
The ."Antipodes" cast consists
of 18 members, the "maddest" of
which are four members of a dys-
functional family who suffer from
their own imaginations.
Peregrine, the young man mad
with desire for travel to far-o-ff
worlds, will be played by Jamie
Alter '03; Julia Wilson '01 will
play the role of his neglected
young wife Martha. Peregrine's
father. Joyless, will be played by
Nick Stevens "03; and Jessi Slater
'01 will play Diana, the wife of
the jealousy-torment- ed Joyless.
In order to cure the "madness"
of these characters, two "healers"
the Doctor, who will be played
by Sid Bose '01. and Lord Letoy,
who Walworth will play as an
understudy organize a theatri-
cal performance to make
Peregrine believe he has been
transported to the Antipodes, the
other side of the world.
In addition to what Walworth
calls the "stock comic stuff"
secrets are revealed, the family is
reunited the end of the play
adapts the actual 1642 Puritan
ordinance forbidding stage plays,
intervening in the text as a
reminder of the world which
existed in the 17th century outside
theatrical illusion.
There's this intrusion from the
outside world that tries to shut it all
down, the threat to all that the
inmates have
gained through
the power of
this therapeu-
tic theatrical
illusion,"
Walworth said.
The catch-phra- se
that
I've been
using for the
whole show is
that 'the imag-
ination can
cause mad-
ness; it tan
cure madness,
but the attempt
to stifle the
imagination
. ..
" entirely is the
greatest madness of all."
The production will also incor- -
.
porate puppets designed by
Ansley Valentine, the Walter D.
Foss visiting professor of theatre;
a live string ensemble led by
Associate Professor of Music
Thomas Wood;, and authentic
English country dances choreo-
graphed by Allen Dodson, visit-
ing assistant professor of geology,
and Alisa Dodson.
Performances .of The
Antipodes; or. The World Turned
Upside Down" will be held in the
Shoolroy Arena Theatre this
Friday to Sunday, and next
Thursday through Saturday, April
26 to 28. All performances except
this Sunday's 2 p.m. show begin
at 8:15 p.m.
The final April 28 performance
will feature a pre-sho- w presenta-
tion on constructions of madness
during the English Renaissance at
7:30 p.m. in Freed! ander Theatre
with guest speaker Carol Neeley,
a professor of English at the
University of Illinois. There will t.
be an additional discussion with
the director and the cast in
Shoolroy following the
Baseball
EricaBarnhill u
; -
.
Sports Editor
Though the weather has been
cold, the baseball team continues
to heat up the diamond this sea-
son. This week die Scots pushed
'
ek win streak to 10 fames with
wms over tcayvm mmu vituwu m.
- University of Akrcik ;
:e most receat ASCA poH, the
- Scots celebrated their Easter
. weekend with a three-gam- e sweep
of division foe Kenyon.v . ;
Offense was the key over the
course of the series, as the two
teams combined for 70 hits and 01
runs in 23 innings. . And as strong
as the offense was, the teams
defenses struggled, combining for
18 errors in the series. ;
In the series opener, on
Saturday, Wooster exploded for
21 runs en route to a 21-1- 0 win.
their highest tally since beating
Oberlin 25--4 in April 1999.
, But the win was not a sure thing,
until the Scots nine-ru- n eighth
inning; riding a seemingly solid 8--0
lead into the bottom of the fifth.
runs to cut their lead to two.
The Scots added three more in
the top of the seventh, but Kenyon
responded with two runs of their
own, not really out of the game
'
until the Scots half of the eighth.
Matt Miller '04 led Wooster's
potent offense, going four for
seven with a double, three runs
and two RBIs. Miller's seven at--
beats D--I opponent
bats tied the school record for a
single game. John Werner '02 got
the win on the mound, giving up
only three hits and one walk while
striking out four in four innings of
work. His record climbed to a
perfect 7-- 0 on the year with the
' win. ': --:-:-: '
In the first game the next day,
the Scots pounced oa: early
Kenyon misces,! leading fear
unearned runs across the plate ia
the first inning. Wooster hung on
to the lead from that point, though
the Lords once pulledwithin two.
' Brian Stevens '03 led Wooster,
going two for three with two runs,
an RBI and two runs scored, and
George Radigan '03 chipped in a
run and an RBI in bis two-b-it per-
formance. .
Matt Englander 02 started and
threw for five innings, giving up-thre- e
earned runs, seven hits and
three walks while striking out
three on his way to his eighth win
of the season. v :
In the nightcap, Wooster again
took advantage of Kenyon's mis-
takes in securing a 11-- 4 win; 10 of
those runs were unearned, as the
Lords' defense made a pathetic ,
five errors in the game.
The Scots got a strong perform-
ance on the mound from Nic
Moga '02, who hurled a complete
game. Moga gave up three earned
runs and seven hits, also recording
six Ks as he improved his record
to 3-- 1 on the season. -
Dan Penberthy '02 turned in yet
another strong offensive perform- -
.nrr, m , r
. r L ':., ,, .- -jn.,- ... m 1 1 1 1 ... .i I , n .11 I..
ance, going three for five and
notching stolen --base.' Dave
Wemecke '03 bit a rare triple for
the Scots, as well as crossing the
plate twice and knocking in two
; runs.
.
Last night, the Scots traveled to
The University of Akron and
canae back with Adt first victory
over a Division I team siace 1992.
The Scott eotscxxadte Zips 8--4
sad oa&it t&cii,jjiiiaali 13-1- 1.
Wooster took fee lead twice
early on (the first time on solo
homer by Treadway on the second
pitch of the game); only to see
Akron tie it up each time.
.
However, after a three-ru- n sixth
that included a two-ru- n homer by
Brian Kemery '01 and another
bomb by Treadway, the Scots
cemented their lead and went on
to win 8--4. '.
Treadway, who stole a base in
addition to going three for four
with two homers, paced the Scot
offense. Radigan was also strong
for Wooster, posting a three for
five mark with an RBL
-- Werner got another win on the
mound, raising his record to a per'
feet 8--0 on the year. "". . .
The Scots, now 25--6, will put
their 10-ga- me win streak on the
line when they take on ML Vernon
Nazarene College (25-- 6, 12-- 2
AMC) at 3:30 this afternoon in
. Ml Vernon.
7" They will play this weekend
against Oberlin (2-2- 2, 0--9 NCAC
East) in another three-gam- e
series.
Two Scots
Erica Barnhill
Sports Editor
Once again, Wooster's athletes
have gained recognition from the
NCAC. This week, Angie Barone
'04 and Megan Kennedy '03 were
named NCAC Players of the
Week.
Barone, a pitcher on the Softball
team, garnered the recognition on
the strength of her 2--0 perform-
ance last week. She fired a no-hitt- er
last week against Allegheny,
retiring the side in order in four of
the seven innings. She faced only
' four batters, oyer .the minimum in
her effort, striking out eighL
Golffalters
Josh Pantesco
Staff Writer
- After Wooster's best showing
of the year, the golf team lost its
footing and was only able to rank
13th out of 15 at this year's
Denison Spring Invitational. "
After placing third last week at
the Kenyon Cup Invitational, Matt
Elliott '03 scored a combined 151
(76-7- 5) to pace the team with an
1 1th place finish out of 85 golfers.
Jon Pintado '03, who was four
strokes behind Elliott with a 155
receive NG
Barone turned in another strong
performance against Ohio
Wesleyan last Friday, holding the
Bishops to three earned runs on
six hits and five walks. She struck
:
out 14 OWU batters in that game
as well, leading the Scots to a 9-- 4
eight-innin- g win. Barone has
struck out an NCAC-leadin- g 118
on the season, leading her closest
competitor by 33 Ks. Her strike-
out count is enough to rank her
sixth nationally; she averages 8.4 .
per seven innings.
Kennedy, who plays midfield
on the women's lacrosse team,
racked up eight points on six.gpals
and two assists last week, leading
1
at Denison
final score, also placed well with a
tie for 29th.
The team also competed in the
Capital University Invitational on
Monday.
"The entire field played badly
because of the rain and 40 degree
temperatures," Nate Zahn 02
said. No team score was kepL
The team will be back in action
' tomorrow when the , Wooster
Invitational,' one of the longest
running tournaments in NCAA
Division HI, kicks off at noon.
AG honor
the Scots to two victories. Three
of those goals and one of the
assists came during the Scots
drubbing of Oberlin, and Kennedy
tallied the remainder in Wooster's
17-- 0 shutout of Earlahm.
Kennedy averages 3.2 points per
game, good enough for sixth in J
the NCAC. She has compiled 32
points on 21 goals and 11 assists,
and paces Wooster with 20 caused
turnovers. She also ranks sixth on
the team in groundballs with 22.
Barone and Kennedy jom five
other Wooster athletes who have
been selected as NCAC Players of
. the. Week mis season. . . ... .
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19-- 7. in a hard-- t
;. rt on Tuesday
the team registered their third
victory on - the year with a
thrilling win against Wheeling
.Jesuit. , .
.-
-,
"
The young team showed-sign- s
of things to come as they
jumped out to leads of 4-- 1 and
'5-- 2 against Vittcr.berg. :' '
The Tigers then scored four
straight anJ v er.t i :to the half-ti- n:
e rrtJt ': --hng 6-- 5.
V,;,. vr s' ; 1
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Rampant
John Overholt
Staff Writer
Rampant C.O.W., the College's
Ultimate Frisbee team,- - stormed
the gates of . Ohio Wesleyan
University last weekend to partic-
ipate in their quasi-annu- al
Nastificational Invitational. While
the team as whole did not claim
any game victories on that blus-
tery Saturday afternoon, they
managed to hold their own on the
field of individual competition.
Benjamin Mitchell '03 led the
team onto the field as a first-tim- e
field captain against such compe-
tition as Bowling- - GreenToledo, .
; ) .. : . r ; . J v . .t I, . :e
w;.,al3-8L- .
The Cardinal.-- ; leu J early in
. the first quarter 2-- 0, until
Hartnett put Wooster on the
board with- - the first of what
would be a hat trick perform-
ance for the attackman.
The teams then traded goals
and Jesuit led. 4--2 after one
quarter of play. Brandon Mohr
.
'02-an- d Adam Price 02 scored
two quick goals for the Scots to
even the .game up at 4-- 4.
Wooster would add two more
goals, scored by Price and
Hartnett, and go into halftime
with a 6-- 5 JeaJ.
The teams s:..ye i within one
:- - ! ( f r h . r f ' :' rest
' f :' : : e . ' '
C.O.W. runs rampant at OWU
Denison University, Kenyon
College and Ohio Wesleyan
University. .
Mitchell and his warriors of the
disc fought long and hard
that day, but found them-
selves outmatched. The level
of play was high, but the of
C.O.W.s also matched up
well, making good use of the
zone defense.
"We played well considering
the wind and our overall fatigue,"
Jon Lindsay '01 said. "This was a
good preview for the level of play
that we can expect next week at
.Sectionals. --I thought it was really
11
Softball goes 3--3 in doubleheaders
Sarah Trafford
Staff Writer
The softball team has split its
last three doubleheaders, with a
current record of 10-1- 5 (2-- 4
NCAC). On April 13, the Scots
won the second of two games ver-
sus Ohio Wesleyan University 9--4
after losing their opener 7-- 1. In
game one, Nell Scheiber 04
recorded a loss with five earned :
runs and eight hits, as well as a
walk and two strikeouts. Her .
record falls to 3-- 6, with a season
ERA of 8.95.
In the second game, Ohio
Wesleyan was leading 4--2 at the
top of the seventh when Lindsay
Vargo 04, batting .333 with 14
RBIs on the year, hit her second
triple of the season, sending
Emily Gamber'Ol in to close the
gap to 4--3. Later in the inning,
Kerri Horst '02, who is batting a
solid .357, hit an RBI, sending
Vargo home and sending the game
into extra innings.
Wooster scored five runs in the
eighth, beginning with an RBI
single by - Brianne Diorio 04.
Christy Shadle '04 had an RBI
triple in the eighth, and Horst
added an RBI single to the tally.
Angie Barone '04, who sports a
2.26 ERA for the season, pitched
-- all eight innings. She allowed
three runs, six hits and five walks
and struck out 14 in recording the
win. Diorio went four for eight
with a double, two runs and an
RBI over the two games.
Kady Krivos '02, hitting .304
motivational."
The day also christened two
new team members, Jen Moss and
Dayne Warren 04s. The two put
The highlight of the day
was the hedonistic burning
the bunny, " Donaghey
said.
out exceptional debut perform-
ances, and the team looks forward
to their continued participation in
the sport.
"Ultimate is a fun sport but
tough, and this past weekend was
i u t : c i... b "
.'''
'
4:
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. Angie Barone '04, this week's NCAC player of the week, winds up. '
on the year with nine RBIs, also
went four for eight with a double
and a run scored. Horst tallied up
three for eight with two runs, four
RBIs and a home run. Shadle was
two for eight with a steal.
Yesterday, Wooster played host
awesome. Warren said. I bad a
lot of fun and recommend the
sport to everyone on campus."
In the individual skills competi
tion, Lindsay took the prize
in the "gratuitous bid" (lay-
out play on the disc) con-
test Brendan Donaghey '04
took the - trophy in . the
"longest buck" (distance
throw).
Mitchell took second in the
longest MAC" (mid-a- ir correc-
tion). Finally, the team's "cutest
couple," Jashar Rentz '01 and
Dave Mowery '02, suffered defeat
to Kenyon's pair. .
1m V t.. o
w
1
-
to Hiram for a non-leag- ue double-heade- r.
The Scots split the pair,
getting shut out 2-- 0 by the Terrier
in the first game before capturing
a 5-- 3 victory in the nightcap.
The Scots are back in action
against Oberlin this weekend.
tourney
In the spirit of the Easter season
(with an Ultimate culture twist),
first place, winners Lindsay and
Donaghey were given the honor
of lighting a stuffed Easter Bunny
on fire and keeping the melted
conglomeration of metal, fur and
stuffing as their prize.
The highlight of the day was
the hedonistic burning of the
bunny," Donaghey said.
After another beautiful day of
Ultimate, a day of sincere disc"
spirit, the Rampant C.O.W.s
returned home with visions of
Sectionals dancing in their heads
. . torched bunnies aloft.
Men's tennis splits pair, women
7
J,.. I ;
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Nilesh Saldtmha '04 winds upfor
-- Women's LAX extends
Rob Mauro
Staff Writer
The women's lacrosse team is
on a rampage, extending its win-
ning streak to seven in style last
week. This is the team's longest
winning streak since they won 10
straight in 1976 and 1977. The
women defeated Earlham 17-- 0 on
Sunday afternoon to improve their
season record to 7-- 3.
This superb game was only the
team's second shutout in its histo-
ry. The only other shutout was a
13-- 0 decision over Buffalo State
in 1994.
Miriam Webster '02 led the
offensive bashing with three goals
I
Golf
Apr. 20-2-1 Wooster Invite
Track
Apr. 21 at All-Oh- io Meet
(Delaware, Ohio)
Women's Tennis
Apr. 25 at Malone
.
Editor: Ejuca Barnhill AssisrAivr
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a forehand against Allegheny.
and three assists. Megan
Kennedy 03, who scored three
goals as well as registering an
assist, accompanied her.
The team's current leading "
goal-scor- er, Rachel Stevens '04,
added two more to increase her
total to 23 on the season; she also
contributed one assist Katelyn
Connolly 01 also added three
points in the form of one goal and
two assists.
Beth Hemminger '03 added
three assists to bring her within
five of the school record for
assists in a year. The team still
has four regular season and post-
season games to play in.
Rounding out the multiple scor
U
Softball
Apr. 21 vs. Oberlin (2)
Apr. 22 at Baldwin-Wallac- e (2)
Apr. 24 vs. Kenyon (2)
James Allardice
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Men's Tennis .
The men's tennis team split a
pair of matches this last week,
posting a win against division ,
rival Allegheny on Saturday and
dropping Monday's match at
Denison. Saturday's win over the
Gators improved the Scots
" NCAC East Division record to 2-- 0,
heading into this weekend's
crucial match with NCAC East
foe Kenyon.
In Saturday's win the Scots
cruised to an easy 6--1 win over
Allegheny. In number one singles
Nilesh Saldanha '04 pulled out a
three-s- et victory 6-- 1, 3--6, 6-- 1 over
Gabe Higgs-Howe- ll. At number
three singles Rob Ogg '01 was
also stretched, to three sets, post-
ing a 4--6, 6-- 2, 6--4 win over Chris
Howell.
The other three-s- et match was
at number six singles, where
Brandon Lichtman '03 rallied to
win 4-- 6, 6-- 3, 7-- 6 (7-3- ). At num-
ber two singles, Jake Sintich '02
win streak
ers were Jessica Bacon 03, Molly
Spirer '04 and Emily White '02
Spirer and White scored two goals
apiece, while Bacon posted a one-goa- l,
one-assi-st effort
Wooster and Denison remain
unbeaten in NCAC play and
share the conference lead.
The Big Red put their perfect,
mark to the test when they
take on thrid-plac- e Ohio
Wesleyan. Wooster will not
have another conference game
until April 24 when it hosts
Kenyon. r
The team will attempt to pro-
long its winning streak today
against Colorado College (4-- 6) at
4:30 p.m.
9 i't It f i' ty It
Baseball
Apr. 19 at Ml Vernon Nazarene
Apr. 21 vs. Oberlin (2)
Apr: 22 vs. Oberlin
Apr. 25 vs. Denison (2) at Canton
Editors: Ben Mitchell & James Allardice
continue to
cruised 6-- 2, 6--1, and Paul Wiley '01
won the battle of the heavyweights
with a 6-- 2, 6-- 1 win at number four sin-
gles. The lone loss came at number
five angles, where Matt Bierlein '01
fen 6--3, 6--3.
The Scots won two of the three
doubles matches to claim the
point Sintich and Ogg won 8-- 4 at
number one doubles, a score
matched in the victory of Bierlein
and Kirk Lapham '01 at number
two
On Monday the Scots traveled
to Granville to face defending
NCAC Tournament champion
Denison. The Scots lost 5-- 2, win-
ning the doubles point and at
number four singles.. Wiley took
the match 7-- 5, 7-- 5.
The loss dropped the Scots
record to 7-- 8, but they remain in
the hunt for one of the top two
tournament seeds because then-excelle- nt
divisional record. The
Scots will have an out-of-confe- r-.
ence. . match this afternoon at
Capital .before they travel to
Gambier for Saturday's"" match
Lacrosse
Men's '
Apr. 25 vs. Kenyon
Women's- - -
Apr. 19 vs. Colorado College
Apr. 21 at Denison
Apr. 24 vs. Kenyon
struggle
with Kenyon.
'
:
. Vomfn's Tennis
.
The women's tennis team con-
tinues to struggle, last posting a
win on April 6. The Scots have
dropped five consecutive matches
and their record now stands at 5-- 10
with a 0--5 record in the NCAC.
Last week, the Scots fell in a
close 5-- 4 match to Allegheny at
home. The top of the lineup for
Wooster played well, with Sarah
Strickler '01 fcnd Sara Stonewater
'01 each posting victories at num-
ber one and two singles, respec-
tively. Strickler won in straight
sets 6-- 3, 6-- 2, while Stonewater
was stretched to three sets, win-
ning 6-- 2, 6-- 7, 6-- 2.
Strickler and Stonewater also
won the number one doubles
match 8--3. However, with the
exception of Molly Medaris '04
6-- 4, 7-- 5 win at number six singles,
the rest of the lineup failed to win
a match.
The Scots will travel to Hiram
this afternoon before closing out
the regular season next Thursday.
-- Men's Tennis
Apr. 19 at Capital
Apr. 22 at Kenyon
Apr. 24 vs. Case
Apr. 25 vs. Hiram
1
o .
